
Unit 5 On site
Directions

Word   Definition Translation

exit (n) the door or space through which you 
can leave a building

miss (v) to not see, hear or notice something

railway bridge (n) a structure built over a road that 
allows trains to cross

tunnel (n) a passage that has been dug under 
the ground or erected above ground 
which allows cars, trains, etc. to go 
through

on the left (adv) on the same side of something as 
your left side

main road (n) a large and important road

roundabout (n) British English a raised circular 
area where three or more roads join 
together and which cars must drive 
around [= traffic circle American 
English]

fence (n) a structure made of wood, metal, etc. 
that surrounds a piece of land

ramp (n) a slope that has been built to connect 
two places that are at different levels

portable cabin (n) a temporary structure that can be 
moved

waste (n) unwanted materials or substances 
that are left over after you have used 
something

purchasing (n) the department that buys things

accounts (n) the department that keeps an exact 
record of the money that a company 
has received and the money it has 
spent

general manager (n) someone whose job is to manage 
a company or other organisation































WC (n) (= water closet) a room with a flush 
toilet

photocopying (n) the department that makes 
photographic copies of materials, 
especially of something printed, 
written or drawn

conference room (n) a room in a building where a group of 
people discuss important things

reception (n) the desk or office where visitors 
arriving at a company go first

lift (n) British English a machine that you 
can ride in, that moves up and down 
between the floors in a building [= 
elevator American English]

storage (n) when you keep or put something in a 
special place while it is not being used
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